The following doors will be closed (indicated on the map as ●):
• Capitol: Lower West Terrace door
• Cannon House Office Building: Northeast door (Independence Avenue and First Street Southeast) and Southwest door (New Jersey Avenue and C Street Southeast)
• Rayburn House Office Building: First Street pedestrian door
• Russell Senate Office Building: Rotunda door; First Street and C Street door; courtyard entrance

The following doors will operate on a modified-reduced schedule (indicated on the map as ○):
• Russell Senate Office Building: Delaware and C Street NE entrance open only after 10 a.m.
• Dirksen Senate Office Building: 1st Street and C Street NE entrance open only after 10 a.m.
• Longworth House Office Building: C Street SW entrance open only after 10 a.m.

The Marriott Marquis Hotel is not in the Capitol Hill neighborhood displayed on this map. The hotel can be reached by cab or by Metrorail. Exit at the Mt. Vernon Square/7th Street Convention Center Station (Green/Yellow Line)
Accessing congressional buildings through underground tunnels

House Office Buildings

There are signs to each building in these areas with an arrow pointing in the correct direction.

Tunnels from CANNON to LONGWORTH: go to the BASEMENT level, there is a tunnel at the northwest (go into the rotunda and veer left past the shoe shine station) and southwest corners.

Tunnels from LONGWORTH to CANNON: go to the BASEMENT level, there is a tunnel at the northeast and southeast corners.

Tunnels from LONGWORTH to RAYBURN: there is a tunnel on the BASEMENT level with an escalator down to RAYBURN at the northwest and southwest corners.

Tunnels from RAYBURN to LONGWORTH: there is a tunnel on the SUBBASEMENT level at the northeast corner with an escalator up to LONGWORTH; there is a tunnel on the G3 level at the southeast corner with an escalator up to LONGWORTH.

Senate Office Buildings

The Hart and Dirksen buildings are connected on every floor from the first to the sixth. There are corridors connecting the buildings from the northeast and southeast corners of Dirksen to the northwest and southwest corners of Hart. There are stairs between the buildings – there are signs that will direct you up or down towards the appropriate floor. (Don’t try to connect through the basements – it is a maze and difficult to follow the signs.)

The Russell building is connected to the Dirksen building via a tunnel. This tunnel can be accessed on the basement floors of each building, the northeast and southeast corners of Russell connect to the northwest and southwest corners of Dirksen.

NOTE:
If you are having trouble navigating through tunnels or finding the tunnel, look for signs, ask a Capitol Police Officer, or just ask at your current meeting how to get to the next office.